Abstract: Let Gr(m; n) be the Grassmannian of m?dimensional subspaces of an n?dimensional k?vector space, with k = R or C. Fix an n n matrix R with coe cients in k:
Introduction
Schubert varieties and their singularities have been a focus of recent research in algebraic topology, algebraic geometry, representation theory, combinatorics, and systems and control theory (see GelM] for references). There are several ways to detect singularities: brie y, these are Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials (representation theory), Intersection Cohomology (algebraic topology), Standard Monomial Theory (algebraic geometry), and \lexicographically" (combinatorics and algebraic geometry). This paper presents a new approach to the computation of the singular locus of a Schubert variety in a Grassmannian.
The basic tool in this approach is a certain one-parameter subgroup of the general linear group, called the Riccati ow; the reason for the name will be discussed below.
In the following, k denotes either the real or complex numbers; the Grassmannian Gr(m; n) is the variety of m-dimensional subspaces of a vector space of dimension n over k; and cohomology is singular cohomology with integral coe cients, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
The main result is (1.1) THEOREM. Let X be a Schubert variety in Gr(m; n). Then there exists a Riccati ow on Gr(m; n) and a stable manifold W of this ow such that W is exactly the smooth locus of X.
This has the following interesting corollary, which should be compared with a result proved for general Schubert varieties by Deodhar ( D]) using Standard Monomial Theory. The present proof does not, however, use the representation theory of SL n .
(1.2) COROLLARY (over C). Let X be a Schubert variety in Gr(m; n). Then X is smooth if and only if the singular cohomology of X satis es Poincar e Duality.
The contents are a brief review of Schubert varieties (x2); Shayman's phase portrait for the Riccati ow (x3); and the proofs (x4).
Some of this work was completed while the author was a Visiting Assistant Professor at Texas Tech University, whose support and hospitality are gratefully acknowledged.
Review of Schubert cells and Schubert varieties
This section presents a brief review of Schubert cells and Schubert varieties. See W] or GelM] for details.
The Schubert cells form a cell decomposition of the Grassmannian Gr(m; n), and are de ned as follows. Let V n be a vector space of dimension n over k. Fix (Although the last condition is, in fact, vacuous.) There is a partial order on the set of Schubert cells in Gr(m; n), variously called the Bruhat order, the adherence order, or the specialization order (see P] or HM]). The easiest way to de ne it for Schubert cells C 1 and C 2 is by
where X denotes the closure of X. This order is generated by the \moves" This is the matrix Riccati equation, which is used in certain optimal control problems ( B]). The ow can be extended to various ag manifolds in an obvious manner. Control theorists are most interested in the case of a semisimple R whose eigenvalues have distinct real parts except those that occur as pairs of complex conjugates. Shayman ( S] When R is semisimple, the ow is a C action on the Grassmannian.
(More generally, recent work of the author indicates that these results follow from the Schur{Kostant{Atiyah{Guillemin{Sternberg Convexity Theorem ( A]). Also, compare this with the Bialynicki-Birula plus and minus decompositions for a scheme with torus action ( BB] ). Note that in the proof of (1.1) we will construct an R with the desired properties, so the extra assumptions are justi ed.)
Here are Shayman's results. Fix an (n + m)?dimensional k?vector space V . Let 1 < < r be the real parts of the eigenvalues of R. Then V has the direct sum decomposition V = E 1 E r ;
where each E j is is the direct sum of the primary components of R corresponding to those eigenvalues with real part i ; let d i be the dimension of E i . Clearly E i is R?invariant. PROOF. We construct the word for the largest cell in W(l); the proposition follows immediately.
The word decomposes into subwords w j , each corresponding to the conditions imposed on an E j . Let s = dim(M j ). If dim(E j ) = 1 = l 1 , the j th Schubert condition on is dim( \ F s ) = 1, so w j = a. Similarly if l j = 0, w j = b. If dim(E j ) = 2 and l j = 0, the j th condition is dim( \ F s ) = 0, so w 1 = bb; if l j = 1, w 1 = ba; and if l j = 2, w 1 = aa. Notice that if l j = 1, there is an apparent ambiguity, because the subword ab (corresponding to the condition F 1 ) also applies. However, the cell abw 0 is in the closure of baw 0 . QED (3.3) EXAMPLE. Let r = 3 and choose E j such that dim(E j ) = 2 (j = 1; 2; 3), so dim(M 1 ) = 2, dim(M 2 ) = 4, and dim(M 3 ) = 6: Suppose l = (1; 0; 2). Then the in W(l) satisfy the conditions dim( \ M 1 ) = 1, dim( \ M 2 ) = 1, dim( \ M 3 ) = 3, and the word is babbaa. Similarly if l = (1; 1; 1) the word is bababa.
Proofs
To begin, choose a Schubert variety X in Gr(n; n + m). The proof of (1.1) involves constructing a partition (d 1 ; : : :; d n ) of n + m, constructing a matrix R with primary components E j of dimension d j , and a choosing a sequence (l 1 ; : : :; l n ) of non{negative integers with l j d j .
Partition n + m into n integers as follows: let w 1 ; : : :; w n be the subwords of the word for X which end with a. For example, if X = bbaabaa, then n = 4 and w 1 = bba, w 2 = a, w 3 = ba, and w 4 = a: Let d j be the number of letters in w j . The desired partition is (d 1 ; : : :; d n ):
De ne the matrix R with n Jordan blocks of size d j having eigenvalue ?j (the actual value of the eigenvalue isn't important; the choice here is just for reference). Let E j be the subspace of k n+m corresponding to the j th block. Finally, let l j = 1, ie, let W = W(1; : : :; 1): It is clear that the largest cell in W is the largest cell in X. W is the union of cells whose words consist of n subwords v j of length d j containing a single a.
Informally, cells in W are named by moving an a within a subword, but never by moving it into a di erent subword. When an a moves into a di erent subword, the word so created represents a cell in the closure of W but not in W. These cells are \just below" W in the Hasse diagram. Call these cells \just below" W the shear zone. For example, consider W given by bababa. The shear zone consists of aabbba and baaabb. The cell aabbab is of codimension 1 in the closure of ababab, a cell in the closure of bababa, so might appear to be in the shear zone; however, it is already in the closure of a shear zone cell, eg, aabbba.
This concept simpli es the statement of the main Theorem:
(1.1, bis) THEOREM. The singular locus of X is the closure of the shear zone. Thus, if C is a cell in the shear zone, its word di ers from that of W in at most two subwords: the one with two as, and the one with no as.
We now proceed by induction on the dimension of X. It is trivial to check that all Schubert varieties of dimension 1 or 2 are non-singular, and, in these cases, that W = X. Similarly, there are four families of Schubert varieties of dimension 3: abbbaB, baaaB, bbbaB, and babaB (here, B indicates a string of arbitrary length of the letter b). Members of the rst three are nonsingular, and all satisfy W = X; those in the last are singular. If n > 3, then the word for a cell in the shear zone di ers from that of W in two subwords: the one with aa, and the one with no as. There must therefore exist, for each cell C in the shear zone, an integer r (0 < r < n) such that one of the following conditions holds:
(L) the rst r subwords of C are identical to the rst r subwords of W; or (R) the last r subwords of C are identical to the last r subwords of W. It again follows from (4.1) that the image of a cell in the shear zone is a cell in the shear zone of a stable manifold of a ow on the image Grassmannian. The rest of the argument is similar. QED PROOF OF THE COROLLARY. W constructed above is non-singular, and hence its cohomology satis es Poincar e duality: if N = dim(W), then rank(H N?i (W)) == rank(H i (W) ). If the cohomology of X does not satisfy Poincar e duality, then there are cells in X not in W. These all occur in or below the \shear zone". The complement of W is the singular locus, and is non-empty. QED
